TRUMPET/BARTIONE CARE
This week I will be talking to the students about caring for their instruments. I wanted to give you
the highlights as well:

CLEANING THE MOUTHPIECE
Mouthpieces should be cleaned at least weekly with the smaller mouthpiece brush that you should
have received when you purchased the cleaning kit.
OILING THE VALVES
Only oil the valve if it begins to get sticky and
only remove one valve at a time....the valves
are not interchangeable. Several drops of
valve oil onto the metal should do the trick.
You cannot put too much oil on the valve, but
you can be wasteful. To replace the valve into
the valve casing do the following: There is a
piece of metal/white plastic that sticks out a
little in the middle of the valve that falls into a
small notch in the valve casing. If the valve is
not seated properly, the valve may not screw
on or your child might not be able to play the
instrument.
CLEANING THE VALVES AND CASINGS
Once a month, take all the valves and caps (at the bottom of the valve) off carefully. Also remove all
the valves slides (slides that are attached to the valves). Using warm water and the valve brush (fat
brush) clean out the valve casing and valve slides. Using warm water and a soft cloth wash off the
valve itself. Take care not to get water in the felt area near the top of the valve. Re-oil each valve
and put them back in to the correct valve casings.

BATHING THE INSTRUMENT (from www.childrensmusicworkshop.com)
Bathe the instrument every 3 or 4 months.
First, draw a bath just as if you were going to take a bath. Fill the tub with warm water and add mild
hand soap. I generally like to also lay a towel along the bottom of the tub in the water so that when
my instrument gets in it is protected from scratches against the tub.
You must remove all slides and place them gently onto the towel in the bottom of the tub. The valves
should not be placed in the tub because of the felt. They will need to be handwashed separately
with warm water and a soft cloth, carefully avoiding the felt on top of the valve.
You will need a washcloth with which you will clean the ends of slides where grease is stubborn. Try
to also scrub in between all of the tubing on the instrument where dust and grease collect over time.
And for the final bathtub cleaning step it is best to use a “snake” to clean out the inside of the slides
on the instrument wherever possible. If you don’t know what a “snake” is, it is simply a few feet of a
metal or rubber cord with pipe-cleaner type material on the ends. They can be purchased at most
music stores for only a few dollars.
I usually just lay another large towel on the bathroom floor and place the pieces of my trumpet on it
after I wipe them. Take your time and dry thoroughly.
Reassembling the instrument may sound easy but it involves three actions. One: you must lubricate
all of the slides with slide grease or cream. Two: valve oil needs to be applied to the valves. Three: if
you choose to polish your horn, now is the time.

HORN CARE
This week I will be talking to the students about
caring for their instruments. I wanted to give you the
highlights as well:
CLEANING THE MOUTHPIECE
Mouthpieces should be cleaned at least weekly with
the smaller mouthpiece brush that you should have
received when you purchased the cleaning kit.
OILING THE ROTORS
See the following website:
http://www.lyricbrass.com/spang/oilrotor.html
BATHING THE INSTRUMENT
(from www.childrensmusicworkshop.com)
Bathe the instrument every 3 or 4 months.
First, draw a bath just as if you were going to take a bath. Fill the tub with warm water and add mild
hand soap. I generally like to also lay a towel along the bottom of the tub in the water so that when
my horn gets in it is protected from scratches against the tub.
You must remove all slides and place them gently onto the towel in the bottom of the tub.
You will need a washcloth of your own with which you will clean the ends of slides where grease is
stubborn. Try to also scrub in between all of the tubing on the horn where dust and grease collect
over time. And for the final bathtub cleaning step it is best to use a “snake” to clean out the inside of
the slides on the horn wherever possible. If you don’t know what a “snake” is, it is simply a few feet
of a metal or rubber cord with pipe-cleaner type material on the ends. They can be purchased at
most music stores for only a few dollars.
I usually just lay another large towel on the bathroom floor and place the pieces of my horn on it
after I wipe them. Take your time and dry thoroughly.
And the final step in the process of cleaning your french horn is reassembly. This step may sound
easy but it involves three actions. One: you must lubricate all of the slides with a thin layer of slide
grease. Two: Rotory oil needs to be applied to the inside of the horn as well as all bearings and
levers (as described above) Three: if you choose to polish your horn, now is the time.

TROMBONE CARE:
This week I will be talking to the students about
caring for their instruments. I wanted to give you
the highlights as well:
CLEANING THE MOUTHPIECE
Mouthpieces should be cleaned at least weekly
with the smaller mouthpiece brush that you should
have received when you purchased the cleaning
kit.
GREASING THE MAIN SLIDE
Clean the slide off with a soft rag and apply slide
cream to the end of the slide. Work it in with your
hand. Students should carry a small spray bottle in
their case filled with water. Prior to playing every
time, spray the slide one or twice on both arms to
activate the slide cream. Grease the slide weekly.
GREASING THE TUNING SLIDE
Up at the top of the instrument there is another slide that should move. Just apply some slide
grease/cream so that it moves when pushed or pulled.
BATHING THE INSTRUMENT (from www.childrensmusicworkshop.com)
Bathe the instrument every 3 or 4 months.
First, draw a bath just as if you were going to take a bath. Fill the tub with warm water and add mild
hand soap. I generally like to also lay a towel along the bottom of the tub in the water so that when
my instrument gets in it is protected from scratches against the tub.
You must remove all slides and place them gently onto the towel in the bottom of the tub.
You will need a washcloth with which you will massage the ends of slides where grease is stubborn.
Try to also scrub in between all of the tubing on the instrument where dust and grease collect over
time. And for the final bathtub cleaning step it is best to use a “snake” to clean out the inside of the
slides on the instrument wherever possible. If you don’t know what a “snake” is, it is simply a few
feet of a metal or rubber cord with pipe-cleaner type material on the ends. They can be purchased at
most music stores for only a few dollars.
I usually just lay another large towel on the bathroom floor and place the pieces of my trombone on
it after I wipe them. Take your time and dry thoroughly.
Reassembling the instrument: One: you must lubricate all of the slides with your slide cream as
described above. Two: if you choose to polish your horn, now is the time.

